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llJ=l Pj is composite, it Is possible that Zm does not possess a generating element, and the maximal index of an element is not easdy discernible Here, It is determined when, m the absence of a generating element, one can still with confidence place bounds on the maximal index. Such a bound is usually less than ¢(m), and in some cases the bound is shown to be strict. Moreover, general reformation about emstence or nonexistence of a generating element often can be predmted from the bound © 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
NUMBER THEORETIC PRELIMINARIES
Some results from number theory which form a base for what follows are now given. These results can be found in number theory texts such as [1, 2] . For prime modulus ¢(¢(p)) = ¢(p-1) generators exist [1, 2] . But, rarely is it the case that a generator exists when m is a composite modulus. Typeset by flt~S-TEX theorem, each invertible element a e Zm has index Ira(a) which divides ¢(m). Thus, ¢(m) emerges as an upper bound on the maximal index. This is a strict bound if and only if the set Z* of invertible elements has a generating element, or exactly when Z~ is a cyclic group.
MAXIMAL INDEX FOR RINGS
The purpose of this research is to carefully consider integer rings Z,~, where Z* may not be cyclic. We shall determine bounds on the order zm of the maximal cyclic subgroup possessed by Z*. In some cases, the bound on Tm is strict.
An additional benefit of such a bound is that in many cases it can be used to declare the existence or nonexistence of a generating element. This is valuable information, as little is known about when integer rings Zm with composite modulus m have a generating element, although instances where this occurs are known [1, 2] .
A result of the present research shows one can be assured that Z~ is not a cyclic group when integer m has at least two distinct, odd prime divisors, as then it has no generator. A necessary condition that Z m be cyclic is determined, as well as a concomitant set of sufficient conditions, which cut down the work required if a brute force approach to answering the question were employed. 
(a) L is an upper bound on the index of each a EZm, and (b) if there is at least one integer J, 1 <_ J <_ R, such that L = ¢(P23), then L is a strict upper bound on Ira(a); (c) always zm <_ L; this is a strict bound iff (b) holds;

